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The picture is not me!

It is based on a computer model of me.



To Think About…

• What is academic integrity?

• Why do breaches of academic integrity happen?

• What challenges to academic integrity exist?

• How can we support change?



What does 

academic integrity

mean to you?



Academic Integrity

Understanding about 

plagiarism
a typical student answer



Academic Integrity

An absence of cheating

It is hard to talk about integrity 

without also discussing misconduct



Academic Integrity

Means different things to 

different people



Academic Integrity

Expectations that run 

throughout the 

educational system
Not just for students



Academic Integrity

A commitment to values

honesty

respect responsibility courage

fairnesstrust

https://academicintegrity.org/resources/fundamental-values

https://academicintegrity.org/resources/fundamental-values


Striking a balance

helping students 

to learn with 

integrity

preventing 

cheating



Why do students 

cheat?



Lack of engagement

External pressures

Fear of failure

Assessment not valued

They think no one cares

… and many more reasons



The potential reward is worth the risk…



In what ways can 

students cheat?



Some cheating methods…

…and many more

Exam devices

Faked research

Exam impersonation

Collusion

Plagiarism

File sharing sites

Contract cheating

Automatic paraphrasing

Social engineering

Misrepresented effort

Misuse of AI



How can we ensure that accidental

misconduct does not happen?

How can we reduce the 

opportunities for and value of 

deliberate misconduct?



Two dangers…

Exam devices

Faked research

Exam impersonation

Collusion

Plagiarism

File sharing sites

Contract cheating

Automatic paraphrasing

Social engineering

Misrepresented effort

Misuse of AI



Contract Cheating

A student pays or 

uses a third party to 

produce assessed 

work for them











Could someone

other than the 

student have 

produced this work?



Could something

other than the 

student have 

produced this work?











Producing these 

examples did 

require some 

human 

intelligence, but 

technology is always 

evolving!



ChatGPT





Integrity 

based 

solutions



Can we 

ensure we are 

assessing 

what the 

students can 

do, not what 

they hand in?



Can we 

ensure that 

students value 

assessment 

and feels it 

benefits their 

future?



Can we 

ensure the 

support that 

students need 

is always in 

place for 

them?



Can we teach 

students to 

use new 

technology 

and assess 

their ability to 

do so?



Can we partner 

with students to 

promote 

academic 

integrity to the 

whole 

educational 

community?



Connect with me for training, speaking 

and booking enquiries

Email: thomas@thomaslancaster.co.uk

Website: http://thomaslancaster.co.uk

Blog: http://thomaslancaster.co.uk/blog

LinkedIn: 

https://uk.linkedin.com/in/thomaslancaster

Twitter: @DrLancaster
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